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Beta and gamma functions;
Weight functionsAbstract New Hilbert-type discrete inequalities are presented by using new techniques in proof. By
specializing the weight coefﬁcient functions in the hypothesis and the parameters, we obtain many
special cases which include, in particular, the discrete inequality derived by Hilbert and Hardy.
Many improvements and generalizations of known results are given in this paper.
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D license.1. Introduction
The Hilbert’s double series inequality is given as follows: (see
[1,2]).

































where p/sin(p/p) is the best possible constant.Many inequalities, in general and different versions of the
Hilbert inequality, in particular play a major role in mathemat-
ical analysis and applications. In recent years, considerable
attention has been given to various extensions and improve-
ments of the Hilbert inequality (1.1) (see Refs. [3–10]). The main
purpose of this paper is to obtain some extensions of (1.1).
2. The main results
First, we introduce some lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. For p > 1; aP 0; b > 1cp and a> 0 such that
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where B(a,b) is the Beta function for a> 0 and b> 0.icense.






















Using the change of variable u ¼ mayb
a








and 0 6 u<1.


























































Hence the lemma is proved. h
By a similar manner we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For p > 1; a > 1cq ; bP 0 and a> 0 such that
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Theorem 2.3. If a > 1cq ; b >
1












































































































































































































































This completes the proof. h
Remark 2.1.








































































which is a new Hilbert-type inequality.



































































































































































































Let u ¼ yb
ma





































1þ uð Þc du














Hence the lemma is proved. h































where B(a,b) is the Beta function, a> 0 and b> 0.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.4, so it is
omitted. h
Theorem 2.6. If ðp > 1Þ; aP 1cq and bP 1cp such that 1pþ 1q ¼ 1,












































































Applying Ho¨lder’s inequality to get the right hand side of the



























































































































































This completes the proof. h
Now, we discuss some special values for the parameters
inequality (2.17) in order to obtain some known inequalities
as special cases from our result.
Remark 2.2.






























































































































which is Hilbert’s double series inequality.
















































































































































































































































































































































By introducing some parameters, a new form of Hardy–
Hilbert’s inequality is given as follows:
Theorem 2.7. If a, b, c> 0, 0< a< pq, 0< b< qr,
0< c< pr and (p> 1), such that 1






































































































































334 S.A.A. El-MaroufProof. Apply Ho¨lder’s inequality to estimate the right hand




















































































































ðama þ byb þ ctcÞk
dy
¼ 1









By putting u ¼ byb






















































































































































































































































































 1b 1c þ k; 1c
  1
p




 1c  1aþ k; 1a
  1
q























































































































This completes the proof. h
Remark 2.3.
1. Setting p= q= r= 3 in (2.29), we get

































































































































































































































 1b 1c þ 1; 1c
  1
p




 1c  1aþ 1; 1a
  1
q



















































 1b 1c þ k; 1c
  1
p




 1c  1aþ k; 1a
  1
q




























































































































































 B 1 1
qr





 1c  1þ k; 1c
  1
p




 1c  1þ k; 1
  1
q
 B 1 1
pq
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